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SUMMARY
In the wake of major disasters, the failure of existing communications in-
frastructure and the subsequent lack of an effective communication solution results
in increased risks, inefficiencies, damage and casualties. Currently available options
such as satellite communication are expensive and have limited functionality. A
robust communication solution should be affordable, easy to deploy, require little in-
frastructure, consume little power and facilitate Internet access. Researchers have
long proposed the use of ad hoc wireless networks for such scenarios. However such
networks have so far failed to create any impact, primarily because they are unable
to handle network transience and have usability constraints such as static topologies
and dependence on specific platforms.
LifeNet is a WiFi-based ad hoc data communication solution designed for use in
highly transient environments. After presenting the motivation, design principles and
key insights from prior literature, the dissertation introduces a new routing metric
called Reachability and a new routing protocol based on it, called Flexible Rout-
ing. Roughly speaking, reachability measures the end-to-end multi-path probability
that a packet transmitted by a source reaches its final destination. Using experimen-
tal results, it is shown that even with high transience, the reachability metric - (1)
accurately captures the effects of transience (2) provides a compact and eventually
consistent global network view at individual nodes, (3) is easy to calculate and main-
tain and (4) captures availability. Flexible Routing trades throughput for availability
and fault-tolerance and ensures successful packet delivery under varying degrees of
transience.
With the intent of deploying LifeNet on field we have been continuously interacting
xii
with field partners, one of which is Tata Institute of Social Sciences India. We have
refined LifeNet iteratively refined base on their feedback. I conclude the thesis with




Wireless communication has now become an integral part of everybody’s daily lives.
This is quite evident from the fact that the number of mobile phone subsriptions
worldwide has reached 4.6 billion [40], which is around 60 percent of the world’s
population today. Significant increase in bandwidth and recent advances in portable
computing have together taken computing to a higher orbit.
1.1 Context
Although the evolution of wireless communication technologies has been quick, their
overall architectures have not changed much. Cellular networks and WiFi networks
are two of the most widely used wireless networks today and can be considered as
representative examples. Architectures of both these networks are hierarchical with
a clear top-down functional distribution.
In cellular networks, the network is divided into a number of cells (Figure 1). Each
cell has its own Base Transceiver Station (BTS), which directly talks to all user-end
mobile phones in its cell. A Base Station Controller (BSC) is responsible for a set
of cells and talks to their respective BTSs. A Mobile Switching Center (MSC)
typically lies at the root of the hierarchy and manages a set of BSCs. Technologies
have evolved from GSM [32], CDMA [43] to 3G [44] and 4G [10], but the hierarchical
architecture still persists.
WiFi is another type of network, which we use everyday. It usually consists of
end-user devices such as laptops, smart-phones, etc. associated to a WiFi router.
The WiFi router lies at the root of the hierarchy and manages the entire WiFi com-
munication amongst the devices associated with it and with the outside Internet.
1
Figure 1: Architecture of a typical cellular network
These network architectures have some key disadvantages by design. The designs
have been engineered for performance and efficiency; reliability and fault-tolerance
have been given secondary importance. Due to their adherance to strict functional
hierarchy, they seem to have evolved into single-point failure systems. Reliability is
typically traded for ‘Performance at Optimal Cost’. For example in a cellular network,
if MSC fails, communication is hampered in the entire network under it. If a BSC
fails, the entire network that it manages, which may include a few BTSs and several
mobile phone users, would fail. If a BTS fails, all mobile phone users in its cell would
not be able to communicate (unless there is another overlapping cell). Similarly in
a WiFi network, if the WiFi router fails, end user-devices associated with it such as
laptops and smart-phones would fail to communicate.
Secondly, these architectures are infrastructure-based. Each hierarchical level con-
sists of one important node, which is solely responsible for managing the communica-
tion in the network under itself. BTS from a cellular network can be considered as an
example. A BTS needs to talk to every mobile phone in its cell. The average radius
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of a cell is approximately 1 Km. In order to service the users in its cell 24X7, BTS
needs infrastructure in the form of (a) a large power supply (and backup) and (b)
high gain antennas mounted on towers (for achieving the required coverage). Due to
heavy reliance on infrastructure, such an architecture cannot be used in areas where
infrastructure does not exist or is partially or completely destroyed.
1.2 Motivation and the Problem
In spite of considerable advances in mobile wireless communication, one finds many
scenarios in real life, that lack a dependable and affordable communication solution.
Communication in the aftermath of disasters, communication in remote resource-
constrained areas, communication in oil and natural gas exploration sites, on-ship
maritime communication, on-field communication for media personnel, communica-
tion during trekking, mountaineering and archeological expeditions, wireless sensor
networks, etc. are some representative examples of such real life scenarios.
There are two common constraints of all these afore-mentioned scenarios - (a)
transience and (b) lack of infrastructure. By transience, I refer to the changing
conditions along various dimensions such as node failures, mobile nodes, changing
physical obstructions and interference. Since none of the existing communication
technologies is designed to be infrastructure-free and reliable under transience, these
scenarios are still deprived of affordable and reliable connectivity.
Researchers have long argued that ad hoc wireless networks are an ideal solution
for such scenarios. First few ideas for ad hoc routing were proposed in mid to late
1990’s ([38, 26, 37]). Today, even after a decade and a half of research and hundreds of
publications, the problem of efficient routing in transient environments still remains
unsolved. The first phase of research consisted of several new routing protocol pro-
posals with some simulation based performance results. These early protocols were
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mostly variants of standard distance-vector ([1]) or link-state ([2]) routing protocols
used in wired networks. In the second phase, researchers tried to implement these
early protocols and published their experiences in the process. Out of the many in-
sightful findings, researchers could surmise two key understandings - (1) Simulation
results are far from the actual reality and proposed early protocols have many lim-
itations and (2) Traditional routing metrics for e.g. hop-count are not suitable for
wireless networks due to the inherent non-determinism in the wireless channel. In
the third and current phase, researchers now equipped with deeper understandings
of the problem, focused on implementations. New metrics ([12]) were proposed and
new opportunistic routing protocols ([7, 13]) were implemented and evaluated. It is
during this time that the capacity limitations on multihop ad hoc routing were un-
derstood. Even though the new routing approaches achieved substantial throughput
improvements than early routing protocols, they had two key limitations due which
we do not see them widely deployed in real life - (1) the throughput improvements
were not good enough for high-bandwidth applications and (2) their designs had con-
strains such as static topology and lack of fault-tolerance, which made them unusable
even for low-bandwidth applications under transience. For detailed literature review,
please read Chapter 2.
1.3 LifeNet: A Solution
We argue that if the constraint of ‘high-throughput’ is relaxed, it is possible to realize
ad hoc networks that are flexible and reliable under transience. For the scenarios
mentioned above, easy and rapid establishment of baseline connectivity in highly
transient environments is priority as against high throughput. For example, consider
communication in the aftermath of disasters. Medium or large scale disasters usually
hamper the communication infrastructure either by direct physical destruction or in-
directly due to power failure. In such a situation, a network which can be easily setup
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with minimum infrastructure, which is reliable against power failures (failing nodes)
and which handles moving nodes and changing physical obstructions, is very much
the need of the day. The work presented on LifeNet in this dissertation demonstrates
that it is possible to realize such infrastructure-free and fault tolerant networks at the
expense of throughput.
Broadly speaking, this work has two novel contributions. The first contribution
is a new routing metric called ‘Reachability’. Reachability accurately captures the
effect of transience (mobile nodes, failing nodes, changing physical obstructions), is
easy to compute and maintain, and enables a compact representation of the entire
network at individual nodes, which facilitates routing. The second contribution is
a new routing protocol based on the reachability metric, called ‘Flexible Routing’.
Flexible routing is a multipath routing protocol that uses pairwise reachabilities to
reliably deliver packets under varying degrees of transience. It trades throughput to
achieve the required reliability in communication. This work borrows many concepts
from the early work done by Ashwin and Santosh [34]. They proposed a framework
called MyMANET for implementing mobile ad hoc networks. It used Virtual Distance
as a routing metric, which was based on end-to-end packet loss. A primitive routing
protocol based on Virtual Distance was also implemented. Reachability and the flexi-
ble routing protocol emerged and were concretized after extending and re-engineering
MyMANET many times.
Three design principles (see Chapter 3) that guided us since the early days, proved
to be the key factor behind the successful realization of our ideas. The first design
principle was ‘use of commodity hardware and systems’. We always believed that
the key for greater acceptance would be to build a solution which is interoperable
with different hardware platforms and operating systems. Moreover, it is only by
following this principle that we were able to achieve our goal of infrastructure-free
5
Figure 2: Proposed solution schematic
connectivity. The second principle was ‘throughput can be traded for reliability and us-
ability’. This principle allowed flexible routing to be truly completely distributed and
fault-tolerant by design. By trading efficiency (throughput) we were able to achieve
the required reliability (fault-tolerance) for handling transience. The motivation be-
hind this design principle is that since the capacity of multihop wireless networks
is inherently insufficient, there is no harm in trading throughput for higher levels of
reliability, flexibility and usability, if doing so promises to serve some critical needs.
The third design principle was ‘availability under eventual consistency’. Maintaining
consistency in topology information becomes extremely difficult as the network scales,
particularly in transient conditions. We argue that in order to reliably route packets
under varying degrees of transience, the routing protocol should not require strictly
consistent topology information. The reachability metric enables a compact and eas-
ily maintenable representation (eventual consistent) of the entire network graph at
individual nodes. The flexible routing protocol uses pairwise reachabilities to route
packets using multiple available paths, successfully handling transience.
Reachability (defined in Chapter 4) is a directional metric, and captures the effect
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of transience in a single numerical value. Roughly speaking, it measures the end-
to-end multipath probability that a packet transmitted by a source node reaches the
destination node. In other words, reachability aims to measure the maximum number
of ways by which a packet transmitted at the source node can reach the destination
node within a fixed number of hops. Evaluation results show that this number is
an accurate characterization of the network state as it is influenced by factors like
changing topology, physical obstructions, traffic, interference, etc.
Flexible routing is designed as a pro-active routing protocol. Prior literature
presents enough evidence that reactive approaches to routing do not work well in
transient networks. The protocol uses pairwise reachabilities to route packets along
multiple paths towards the destination. Multipath routing is essential for handling
transience since it provides backup paths that can effectively handle node failures,
topology changes caused by moving nodes and can route around interference or con-
gestion hotspots. Needless to mention, multipath routing comes at the cost of reduc-
tion in throughput. Another important design decision is to not maintain routes or
paths explicitly as it does not scale well. The core routing decision for flexible routing
is “Whether or not to forward?” instead of “Which node to forward the packet to?”.
A rigorous evaluation of LifeNet was conducted in a university building environ-
ment. The evaluation of reachability and flexible routing was conducted with the
intent of finding answers to these questions - (1) How accurately does reachability
capture transience? and (2) How accurately and efficiently does the proposed flexible
routing protocol utilize reachability to reliably deliver packets under transience?
We validated the following hypotheses during evaluation.
• Reachability efficiently captures the effect of mobility
• Reachability captures the phenomenon that connectivity of the network as a
whole increases as the network scales
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• Reachability captures the effect of degraded connectivity as node failures happen
• Flexible routing utilizes reachability to strengthen routing as the network scales
• Flexible routing utilizes reachability to gracefully degrade its performance as
node failures happen
• Flexible routing maintains its performance in conditions of node mobility.
Please refer to Chapter 6) for more details on the evaluation of LifeNet.
The design of LifeNet has been an interative process. Our focus has always been
on building a system that satisfies critical needs as against trying to fit an already
existing solution into some existing problem. Users were hence involved from the
early stages of system design. Chapter 7 details our efforts in forming partnerships




THE STORY OF AD HOC WIRELESS NETWORKING
The story of ad hoc wireless networking is no less exciting than a Tom and Jerry cat
and mouse chase. Researchers being the big cats trying to tame ad hoc routing, which
like Jerry seems very hard to catch! First few ideas for ad hoc routing were proposed in
mid to late 1990’s ([38, 26, 37]). Today, even after a decade and a half of research and
hundreds of publications, the problem of efficient routing in transient environments
still remains unsolved. The first phase of research consisted of several new routing
protocol proposals with some simulation based performance results. These early pro-
tocols were mostly variants of standard distance-vector ([1]) or link-state ([2]) routing
protocols used in wired networks. In the second phase, researchers tried to implement
these early protocols and published their experiences in the process. Out of the many
insightful findings, researchers could surmise two key understandings - (1) Simulation
results are far from the actual reality and proposed early protocols have many lim-
itations and (2) Traditional routing metrics for e.g. hop-count are not suitable for
wireless networks due to the inherent non-determinism in the wireless channel. In
the third and current phase, researchers now equipped with deeper understandings of
the problem, focused on implementations. New metrics ([12]) were proposed and new
opportunistic routing protocols ([7, 13]) were implemented and evaluated. It is during
this time that the capacity limitations on multihop ad hoc routing were understood.
Even though the new routing approaches achieved substantial throughput improve-
ments than early routing protocols, they had two key limitations due which we do
not see them widely deployed in real life - (1) the throughput improvements were not
good enough for high-bandwidth applications and (2) their designs had constrains
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such as static topology and lack of fault-tolerance, which made them unusable even
for low-bandwidth applications under transience.
Before delving deep into the literature review, clarification of some terms used
throughout this dissertation is necessary.
2.1 Types of routing protocols
2.1.1 Distance Vector routing
Distance Vector routing protocols are the protocols in which, every individual node
maintains ¡distance, vector¿ tuple information for all other nodes on the network.
Distance of any node is the cost of reaching that node and vector is the name of the
network interface to which, packets destined to that node, should be forwarded. Once
a node joins an already existing network, it identifies its neighbours, listens for their
routing updates and then populates its ¡distance, vector¿ table. Once on the network,
individual nodes maintain topology information (i.e. distance table) by helping their
respective neighbours by periodically providing distance updates. RIP [36] and IGRP
[22] are two of the most widely used distance vector routing protocols that have been
around since a long time.
2.1.2 Link State routing
Link State routing protocols are the protocols in which, every individual node needs
to maintain a complete or a partial map of the entire network including the nodes
and the connecting links. When a network link changes its state (ON or OFF), a
notification, called a link state advertisement is flooded throughout the network. All
other nodes on the network note the change and recompute their routes accordingly.
This method is more reliable, easier to debug and less bandwidth intensive than
distance vector routing. However it also more complex, and more CPU and memory
intensive as well. OSPF [33] is an example of a widely used link state routing protocol.
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2.2 Approaches to ad hoc routing
Primarily there are the following two approaches to routing in ad hoc networks -
proactive routing and reactive routing. In ad hoc networks, nodes do not start with a
prior knowledge of the network topology, instead, they have to discover it. The basic
idea is that a new node may announce its presence and should listen for announce-
ments broadcast by its neighbours. Each node learns about nodes nearby, and how
to reach them, and may annouce that it, too, can reach them.
2.2.1 Proactive routing
In proactive routing, individual nodes maintain fresh list of distance vectors or routers
by periodically distributing routing updates to a part or the entire network. In other
words, topology information is precomputed before the actual data transfer may
occur. DSDV [38] is an example of a proactive routing protocol. The key challenge
in implementing proactive routing protocols under transience is to achieve a practical
tradeoff between the conflicting goals of efficiently broadcasting routing updates and
accurately maintaining topology information.
2.2.2 Reactive routing
In reactive routing, a source node finds and decides a route to the destination node on
demand by flooding the network with Route Request packets. DSR [26] and AODV
[37] are examples of reactive routing protocols. The key challenge in implementing
reactive routing protocol is to quickly decide paths on demand and maintain them as
nodes fail or move around in the network under transience.




DSDV [38] was the first formally proposed protocol for MANETs by Perkins and
Bhagwat. It is a proactive routing protocol, which used hop count as the routing
metric. For the first time it proposed the idea of modeling computers and end user
devices as routers. The DSDV proposal was followed by the DSR [26] proposal. DSR,
unlike DSDV was designed as a reactive protocol that calculate paths on demand.
In DSR, routes are established on-demand just prior to data transmission and then
serviced by route maintenance algorithms. Another protocol called AODV [37], im-
proved upon DSR, retaining its flavour. ZRP [19] was designed as a hybrid protocol
(both proactive and reactive) for large sized networks of nodes with varying degree
of mobility. But some of its functionality was still based on DSDV. Another proto-
col called TORA [35] attempted to suppress the generation of far-reaching control
messages by maintaining a directed-acyclic-graph rooted at the destination. It gave
more emphasis on avoiding route-discovery and route optimality was secondary in
importance. OLSR [4] used link state routing which required the maintenance of
connectivity graph at every node. In a network with a dynamic topology, maintain-
ing consistency of connectivity graph across the entire network and storing it at every
node was an expensive proposal. In [9, 25, 11], performance of DSR, DSDV, AODV
and TORA was evaluated using simulations. DSR and AODV generally performed
better. However, performance results and comparisons of these early routing proto-
cols were simulation based and were not repeated when they were implemented in
practice. Work done later [12] showed that hop count is not a suitable metric for ad
hoc networking as most links have intermediate loss rates. In [46], researchers showed
that DSDV and AODV both could not provide stable paths when implemented.
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2.4 Modeling and evaluation insights
Authors of [18] showed that the per node capacity in an ad hoc network is of the
order O(
√
n), which was considerably low. However, Jinyang et. al. [29] argued
that it is possible to scale ad hoc networks if locality of traffic is maintained. This is
because capacity decreases only if the expected path length increases. In [17], it was
shown that mobility can actually increase the network capacity if routing uses path
diversity.
Authors of [30] gray zones within which, data transmission hampered inspite of
valid routing table entries. After having exposed this problem for AODV, they em-
phasized the importance of making routing decisions based on end-to-end link quality
than on local decisions. In one of the first implementations of ad hoc routing pro-
tocols [47], DSDV was implemented over a link quality based routing metric. It was
argued that minimum hop count is not the most effective metric as link quality was
signficantly vary in a non-deterministic fashion in a wireless network. Limitations of
hop count metric were also exposed in [24]. Authors also demonstrated that under
a realistic setting, when the sources tended to be burtsy, addition of new nodes can
actually improve network performance. This is because richer connectivity, provides
increased opportunity to route around hot-spots. Using results of link-level measure-
ments of an ad hoc network, authors of [12] proposed that neighbour abstraction
is a poor approximation of reality as most node pairs that communicate well have
intermediate loss rates. Authors in [3] propose and evaluate a multipath routing pro-
tocol, which builds maximally disjoint paths on demand. Through simulations they
demonstrate the increases robustness provided by multipath routing. However, they
use hop count as a routing metric; demerits of which are already exposed. In [27], a
wireless manifold was proposed, which is a two dimensional surface whose geodesic
distances accurately capture wireless signal propagation.
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2.5 Related testbeds
Authors of [12] proposed ETX, a metric for high throughput. ExOR [7] is a path-
based routing protocol that uses the ETX metric. Although ExOR has been able
to achieve better performance than earlier protocols, it has a constraint of static
topology. ExOR was implemented over RoofNet, a university-wide mesh testbed.
Researchers in [13], developed another routing protocol for adhoc networks within
which each node has more than one radio. This multiradio multihop routing protocol
is designed over the ETX metric and again is only suitable for networks with static
topology. A new TDMA-based MAC is evaluated in [41]. Authors of [34], proposed
a framework for implementing MANET protocols.
2.6 Related applications: Delay tolerant networks and Sen-
sor Networks
Khaled et. al. presented controlled flooding techniques [21] for large scale sparse
mobile networks. Epidemic routing techniques are presented in [42], where networks
may not have connected paths between source and destination at the same time of
message transmission. Authors in [23] proposed a data-centric variation of controlled
flooding. Authors of [48] focus on efficient message delivery in sparsely connected
networks by introducing non-randomness in the movement of message carriers. [45]
sheds light on connectivity analysis, neighbourhood management and routing for
dense networks with low power radios and limited storage. Chhabra et. al. proposed
a quality-based metric in [47] for routing in sensor networks and implemented DSDV
over it. [5, 6] present a detailed review on the routing techniques used in sensor
networks that are characterized by high node density, low power radios and limited
storage capacity.
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2.7 Why is a new routing metric required?
Several metrics have been proposed for routing in ad hoc networks. The shortest
path metric for routing based on hop count was popular in early research on mobile
ad hoc networks [26, 38, 37]. However, it was proven ineffective in [12]. End-to-end
delay is another potential metric, but is undesirably sensitive to network load. As
suggested in [12], a good metric should be independent of the network load as load
balancing can be handled by separate algorithms. By far, the most effective metrics
for ad hoc networks have been ETX [12] and its extensions [13]. However, these
metrics do not take mobility into account. They are calculated on a per-link basis.
If metrics like ETX are supposed to be used for mobile ad hoc networks then the
underlying routing protocol has to propagate route metrics quickly enough, provided
accurate link measurements are available. Both these assumptions are inaccurate
considering the fact that these metrics are calculated on a per-link basis. We argue
that transience can be efficiently handled by the system if the metric is based on end-
to-end link measurements. The end-to-end approach ensures that the effect of node
failures, node mobility and interference gets naturally factored into the metric. The
new metric proposed by us called reachability is such a metric based on end-to-end
link level measurements. It easily enables multipath-routing and also removes the
need of maintaining symmetry across links. Additionally, for an N -node network,
the storage requirement for path-based or link-based routing metrics (references) is
bounded by O(E), which could be O(N2) in MANETs, whereas reachability enables




This chapter elaborates on the design principles that guided our work. These design
principles serve as a rationale behind the design and implementation of the flexible
routing protocol. Our work began with only a few high-level guidelines. But as
our system became mature after continuous iterative improvements, these guidelines
evolved into concrete design principles. These design principles have been formulated
by careful review of prior literature (see Chapter 2). Hence they also reflect the
reasons behind the failure of existing systems in handling transience. In order to
fully appreciate our design and implementation decisions, I strongly encourage the
reader to carefully read this Chapter.
3.1 Use of commodity hardware and systems
A networking software is a complex system because it depends on several other sys-
tems and sub-systems. For example, consider the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) as a network solution. TCP is present at the transport layer of the network-
ing stack and its performance is directly affected by each of the layers below it, namely
the network layer, MAC layer and the physical layer. Each of these layers is an in-
dependent system by itself. The actual hardware and the physical communication
protocol (for e.g. Ethernet, WiFi) also affects the performance of TCP. The perfor-
mance of TCP also depends upon security mechanisms present at layers below it (for
e.g. IPSec). Thus as a networking solution, TCP is an extremely complex system
because it affects and is affected by several other systems and sub-systems. One can
easily surmise that even a slight change to TCP can have drastic repurcussions on
the overall system performance. Unless there is a mechanism to extensively simulate
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and evaluate the changes beforehand, it is practically impossible to understand the
effects of that change until they actually occur.
Secondly, changing systems that run on optimized hardware needs changes to the
hardware itself. Consider the WiFi 802.11g MAC protocol as an example. If any
solution directly changes the 802.11g protocol then there is a high chance that the
hardware such as WiFi routers, which is optimized for 802.11g and which is used by
billions of users, is rendered useless.
Due to these afore-mentioned problems and practical limitations in acceptance,
we believe that changing the existing systems, i.e. in our case changing the 802.11
a/b/g MAC is not a suitable approach. We hence designed flexible routing as a new
plug and play transparent layer into the networking stack. This approach offered us
the following advantages:
1. It allowed efficient implementation in the kernel; kernel implementation is ef-
ficient because the number of context switches during packet forwarding are
considerably reduced
2. It allowed the new layer to be transparent to the higher layers, allowing com-
patibility with existing network and transport protocols
3. It allowed the routing functionality to be MAC-based instead of IP-based, which
significantly reduced the network configuration overhead
4. It allowed us to maintain the stock MAC, which made our solution more generic
and hardware independent.
3.2 Throughput can be traded for reliability and usability
Multihop ad hoc wireless networks have not delivered on their promise. As detailed
in Chapter 2 this is in part due to their capacity limitations. In the seminal work
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done by Gupta and Kumar [18], they showed that the capacity of multihop commu-
nication is bounded by O(1/
√
n). This was a significant result and shed light on the
fact that scalability of wireless communication over multiple hops has strict capac-
ity limits, especially for high bandwidth applications. Recent implementation efforts
have achieved substantial throughput improvements at the expense of flexibility and
reliability. Biswas and Morris [7] developed and evaluated an opportunistic proto-
col called ExOr that utilized the ETX metric [12] to achieve substantial throughput
improvements over the traditional ad hoc routing protocols.
However, there are still two major problems:
1. The performance improvements are still not good enough to warrant real-life
use, especially under transience for high throughput applications.
2. The performance improvements came at the cost of reliability and usability. For
example, the ExOr protocol is designed as a link-state protocol for networks with
static topologies only (mesh networks).
These problems have been a major hindrance in the real life deployment of ad hoc
wireless networks. The motivation behind this design principle is that since the
capacity of multihop wireless networks is inherently insufficient, there is no harm in
trading throughput for higher levels of reliability, flexibility and usability, if doing
so promises to serve some critical needs. We believe that by trading efficiency, it is
possible to achieve the required reliability for handling transience and coming up with
a practically feasible solution for low bandwidth applications such as disaster relief
communication, sensor networks, etc.
3.3 Availability under eventual consistency
3.3.1 ACID properties
For distributed systems such as databases there are several desirable properties. These
properties were formally proposed by Gray [?] and Haerder et. al. [20] in 1980s.
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1. Atomicity - In a transaction involving two or more discrete pieces of information,
either all of the pieces are committed or none are.
2. Consistency - The system should remain in consistent state with regard to any
constraints. A transaction either creates a new and valid state of data, or, if any
failure occurs, returns all data to its state before the transaction was started.
3. Isolation - Ensuring that the temporary state consequent to one group of actions
is not visible to another group of actions occurring concurrently.
4. Durability - The successful completion of the group of actions results in a per-
manent change of state of the system.
Any relational database should satisfy these properties in order to function cor-
rectly. This approach works fine for relational databases. However, researchers from
the systems area have long argued against using this approach for distributed data
systems [15].
Eric Brewer conjectured that it is impossible for a distributed system to satisfy
all three of - consistency, availability and partition tolerance (also referred to as CAP
properties). The conjecture was formally proved by Gilbert and Lynch [16]. CAP
properties are desirable in a distributed data system. The CAP theorem [8] states
that it is impossible to satisfy CAP properties simultaneously in a system and a
practical trade-off between them is essential for smooth and efficient functioning.
3.3.2 BASE properties
A system supporting ACID emphasizes consistency at the expense of partition tol-
erance and availability since it may become unavailable in the event of a partition
occuring that causes transactions to fail. The term BASE was coined in [15]. BASE
can be interpreted as - Basically Available, Soft state and Eventually consistent. The
central idea is the system is always available - at the expense of inconsistency in the
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event of a partition occurring. Eventual consistency refers to the property that when
the partition heals, the stale data will be updated to the fresh value and the system
will be consistent once again. The ability of a BASE system to function in the event
of a partition also increases the scalability of the system as a whole.
3.3.3 BASE properties for a routing algorithm
A routing algorithm is also a distributed data system. Particularly under transience,
where node failures and node mobility are common, network and route partitions
occur frequently. We argue that for the routing algorithm to handle transience and
resulting route partitions efficiently, it should be designed keeping the BASE seman-
tics in mind. The routing protocol should focus on high availability at the expense of
consistency in topology information at individual nodes. The flexible routing protocol
is designed by focusing on the BASE semantics.
• The Effective Distance Table (see Chapter 4) serves as an eventually consistent
view of the entire network at individual nodes.
• By using eventually consistent topology information from the EDT the flex-




THE REACHABILITY METRIC FOR TRANSIENT
ENVIRONMENTS
Metric is a property of a route in computer networking, consisting of any value used by
the routing algorithms to determine whether one route should perform better than the
other. One of the major challenges in the realization of MANETs has been the lack of
a routing metric that effectively captures transience. Traditional metrics such as hop
count, bandwidth, delay, etc. have already been proven ineffective. Although, newer
metrics such as ETX [12] have worked well in static networks, they are ineffective in
capturing transience like mobile nodes and failing nodes.
4.1 Desirable properties of a routing metric that aims to
capture transience
We believe that a routing metric needs to have some desirable properties in order
to successfully handle transience. A metric, which satisfies these properties, then
empowers the routing protocol with tools to route packets successfully under varying
degrees of transience. Reachability metric was designed in consideration of these
properties. Our evaluation in Chapter 6 shows that reachability accurately captures
transience and enables the flexible routing protocol to reliably route packets under
varying degrees of transience.
4.1.1 End-to-end measurements
For a metric to capture transience, it should derive its value from end-to-end network
measurements. This is particularly true for multihop communication. If a route
spans multiple hops, then network conditions at each of the hops or intermediate
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nodes are important and should get appropriately captured or factored in the value
of the routing metric. The metric should essentially empower the routing protocol
to take more globally network aware routing decisions. The traditional approach of
per-link measurements is observed not to work well.
4.1.2 Capture availability
We have argued before in Chapter 3 that the routing protocol should be highly avail-
able. It is essential for the routing metric to capture this aspect of availability in
some way or the other, for empowering the routing protocol to take availability-aware
routing decisions. Since the proposed flexible routing protocol aims for high availabil-
ity with multipath routing, the routing metric reachability is designed to capture the
effect of multipath communication. Herein lies the key difference between the ETX
approach and our approach. ETX is a per link metric. Although ETX does capture
end-to-end effect for a single path as the end-to-end ETX value is the sum of ETXs
of the individual links, it does not, in any way naturally capture the affect of high
availability, which the reachability metric does so efficiently.
4.1.3 Easy and bandwidth-efficient to calculate and maintain
Lastly, the routing metric should be extremely easy and bandwidth-efficient to cal-
culate and maintain. Calculation of the routing metric values is a control overhead,
hence should be as minimum as possible. This property especially becomes criti-
cal in transient situations to achieve a practical trade-off between the accuracy and
efficiency of calculating and maintaining the routing metric values.
4.2 Reachability
4.2.1 Intuition
Our routing method is based on the notion of reachability, a directional metric, which
captures the effects of transience in a single numerical value. Roughly speaking, it
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measures the end-to-end, multipath probability that a packet transmitted by a source
node reaches the destination node. It is important to note that this probability should
be over all possible paths and not any single path (unlike previous routing metrics,
e.g., [12]).
In other words, reachability measures the maximum number of ways by which a
packet transmitted by a source can reach the destination within a fixed number of
hops. As this number is affected by physical obstructions, node failures and changing
topology, we claim that reachability effectively captures transience.
Please note that reachability is an end-to-end metric. Reachability between two
nodes is calculated only from the end-to-end network measurements conducted at
those two nodes. The reachability calculation algorithm also ensures that the reach-
ability value between two nodes captures the actual multipath availability between
the two nodes. Lastly the algorithm itself is extremely efficient as it exploits the
broadcast nature of the wireless channel to its advantage.
4.2.2 Definition
Definition. Reachability(A,B,T,L) of node B from node A is defined as the expected
number of packet copies received by B for every packet originated at A and diffused
in the network for at most L hops in time interval T.
4.3 Measuring reachability
4.3.1 Idea
We note that reachability is a directional metric. To understand how it is measured,
consider a random node placement shown in figure 3 with SRC as the node of interest.
We have to measure the reachability of all other nodes from SRC.
The intuition behind the algorithm is very simple. To measure reachabilities of
all other nodes, the node SRC periodically floods the network with special control
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Figure 3: Measuring Reachability
packets called heartbeat packets. These heartbeat packets start with a fixed time-to-
live (TTL) value at SRC and get diffused into the network until their TTL reduces
to zero and they die down. Reachability of any node from SRC is measured by the
fraction of the SRC’s heartbeat packets that were received by that node per time
period. The algorithm exploits the multi-access nature of the wireless channel and is
extremely efficient than unicast flooding.
Reachability of node DST from node SRC is calculated as:
Reachability(RSRC.DST ) = RDST/SSRC
4.3.2 Mapping reachability to distance: Effective Distance
Traditionally in routing, ‘distance’ has been thought of as an indicator of closeness;
lower the distance between two nodes, the closer they are and vice versa. Going with
the same philosophy, we mapped reachability to a finite value, roughly its inverse.
We call that value Effective Distance. Figure 4 shows the graph of effective distance
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Figure 4: Mapping reachability to Effective Distance
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4.3.3 Measurement Algorithm
Figure 5 shows the data structures that individual nodes maintain in order to compute
reachabilities. Each node maintains three types of data - transmission statistics,
reception statistics and a table of pairwise reachabilities.
4.3.3.1 Transmission Statistics Maintenance
Individual nodes periodically transmit special control packets called heartbeat packets
destined to the broadcast MAC address. These packets then get diffused in the
network. We call each time period a session. txSession refers to the current session
number and txCount is the count of packets transmitted by a node in txSession.
4.3.3.2 Reception Statistics Maintenance
A table is stored at each node, which contains the count of heartbeat packets re-
ceived from other nodes along with their session numbers. This helps the other nodes
calculate the reachability of that node. While transmitting heartbeat packets (see
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Figure 5: Data structures for reachability measurement
above section 4.3.3.1), this information is piggybacked onto them, so as to enable
other nodes glean relevant reception information and calculate reachabilities.
4.3.3.3 Calculation of Reachabilities
By using their transmission statistics (Section 4.3.3.1) and reception statistics gleaned
from received heartbeats (Section 4.3.3.2), individual nodes calculate effective dis-
tances of other nodes using the formula given in Section 4.3.2. These effective dis-
tances are stored in a table called the Effective Distance Table or EDT. EDT serves as
a compact (O(n) size) view of the entire network and is sufficient for making routing
or forwarding decisions. For details on routing please read Chapter 5.
4.4 Why reachability?
As mentioned earlier, end-to-end measurements, ability to capture availability and
bandwidth efficient maintenance are three important characteristics of a routing met-
ric for successfully capturing transience and helping the routing protocol sucessfully
route packets. It is clear from the previous literature that traditional metrics like hop
count, bandwidth, delay, etc. do not capture transience accurately. Recently pro-
posed per-link metrics like ETX [12] and its variants, work well for static networking
topologies, but do not capture the effect of node mobility. Although they do allow
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one to perform end-to-end estimations, they are not based on end-to-end measure-
ments per se. Moreover these metrics don’t enable a compact and easily maintenable
network representation that is critical to handle transience. Lastly, they are designed
for single path routing and do not capture availability, which is also important.
On the other hand, reachability is based on truly end-to-end measurements that
give an accurate picture of the network state. Reachabilities can be easily measured
by a bandwidth-efficient method, which as our evaluations show, works under vary-
ing degrees of transience. The reachability metric also enables a compact network
representation, called effective distance table, which is an eventually consistent view
of pairwise reachabilities. In Chapter 6, we present detailed evaluation results which
show that reachability successfully captures:
• the effect of increased connectivity as the network scales
• the effect of degraded connectivity as node failures happen




The flexible routing protocol is a new routing protocol, which is based on the reach-
ability metric. Flexible routing is a multipath routing protocol that uses pairwise
reachabilities to reliably deliver packets under varying degrees of transience. It trades
throughput to achieve the required reliability in communication. This work borrows
many concepts from the early work done by Ashwin and Santosh [34]. They proposed
a framework called MyMANET for implementing mobile ad hoc routing protocols.
It used Virtual Distance as a routing metric, which was based on end-to-end packet
loss. A primitive routing protocol based on Virtual Distance was also implemented.
Reachability and the flexible routing protocol emerged and were concretized after
extending and re-engineering MyMANET many times.
Maintaining paths explicitly is not practical under transience. Hence the core
routing decision for flexible routing is ‘Whether or not to forward’ instead of ‘Which
node to forward to?’. Each node maintains a compact table of pairwise reachabilities
(EDT ) computed from receiving heartbeat packets (Section 4.3.1), and uses these to
selectively forward data packets, effectively pruning a flood tree. Although paths are
not being created or maintained, this opportunistic approach ensures that the packets
end up travelling along multiple available paths towards the destination. Flexible
routing could be considered in the same spirit as probabilistic forwarding techniques
except for two important differences - (1) flexible routing performs packet forwarding
with a “network-aware” probability, which is governed by the reachability metric and
(2) the forwarding mechanism is much more efficient than unicast flooding. In other
words, the routing algorithm ensures that packets on the network are forwarded by
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only those nodes that are likely to increase the chances of the packets reaching the
destination.
5.1 Design Goals
As mentioned earlier in Chapter ??, one finds many scenarios in real life that lack a
dependable and affordable communication solution. Communication in the aftermath
of disasters, communication in remote-resource constrained areas, communication in
oil and natural gas sites, on-ship maritime communication, on-field communication for
media personnel, communication during trekking, mountaineering and archeological
expeditions, wireless sensor networks, etc. are some examples. There scenarios have
two main problems - (1) Transience and (2) Lack of infrastructure. Flexible routing
aims to satisfy the needs of such scenarios.
5.1.1 Reliable communication in transience
How to communicate reliably in transience, has always been a very hard problem to
solve for the research community. We argue that the primary reason for the absence
of any solution is lack of a routing metric that efficiently and accurately captures
transience. The second subsequent reason is lack of a routing protocol that naturally
provides fault-tolerant communication in varying degrees of transience. We refer
to transience by - (1) frequently changing topology due to mobile nodes, (2) node
failures and new nodes joining the network, (3) changing physical obstructions and
(4) internal and external interference. Such transient conditions are frequent in the
scenarios mentioned above. No existing routing metric is able to accurately capture
these conditions. Moreover, this also renders existing routing protocols incapable of
providing reliable connectivity in transience.
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5.1.2 Minimum use of infrastructure
Secondly, lack of infrastructure mostly due to lack of sufficient resources or difficulty in
establishing infrastructure, is another characteristic feature of these scenarios. Most
popular wireless communication solutions are infrastructure-based and hence not ap-
plicable in such scenarios. For example, in a remote rural village in a developing
country, establishing a GSM base station is infeasible due to two reasons - scarcity
of resources in that village and the possiblility of lower returns on investment due to
lower user density.
5.2 Design
We argue that the design goals of reliability under transience and use of minimum
infrastructure must be satisfied for any solution to work in the scenarios mentioned
above. The design of flexible routing protocol is backed by some principles that
have been elaborated in Chapter 3. When we began working on the flexible routing
protocol, we had to make certain design decisions in order to empower the protocol
in achieving the collective goal of reliability and minimum infrastructure-usage under
transience.
5.2.1 No functional hierarchy
We argue that in order to successfully handle transience, reliability should be fun-
damentally built into the system. The easiest way to fundamentally achieve high
reliability is to use a completely distributed routing approach. Naturally it comes at
the cost of performance. But as mentioned earlier, increased reachability helps solve
some critical needs, which amortizes the cost of reduced throughput.
Contrary to traditional wireless networks such as cellular networks [32, 43] and
WiFi networks, flexible routing does not employ any functional hierarchy amongst
nodes in the network. Nodes may be based on different hardware platforms, but they
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share the same piece of software and capabilities. This makes the network naturally
fault-tolerant and robust to node failures and movements. This approach is also easy
to scale, provided the system designed is basically available and eventually consistent.
5.2.2 Proactive routing
In proactive routing individual nodes periodically update the topology and route
information so that fresh information is available before any data transfer starts. In
the reactive approach, the topology and route information is updated on demand just
before the data transfer starts. As elaborated in Chapter 2, the reactive approach is
not suitable for transient networks. Following are the reasons:
• For large networks, building up topology information on demand is time con-
suming. This problem becomes more acute for multipath routing protocols. In
other words, the reactive approach does not scale well.
• For conditions of high transience, updates to the topology information have be
more frequent. Thus even if topology information is populated on demand, its
maintenance has to be proactive as long as the communication is happening.
As we show later in the evaluation (Chapter 6), our proactive approach enables reli-
able communication under varying degrees of transience and is extremely bandwidth
efficient.
5.2.3 Multipath routing without explicit maintenance of paths
The core routing decision format for path-based routing protocols is - ‘Which node
should I forward the packet to?’. Such a decision allows the sender to pre-compute
or compute the path on demand to any destination. This approach works well in
networks that are free of transience. But under transience, maintenance of such
precomputed or on-demand paths is extremely difficult. We realized this and decided
to do away with the idea of establishing or maintaining any paths.
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The decision taken by the flexible routing algorithm is - ‘Whether to forward or
not?’. The core routing mechanism is very simple. The source node transmits a
packet on the network. Nodes that receive that packet make a forwarding decision of
‘Whether or not to forward?’. Based on the forwarding decision algorithm, a subset
of nodes forward the packet further. The forwarding decision algorithm ensures that
the packet is forwarded by only those nodes that are likely to increase the chances of
the packets reaching their destination. This forwarding continues until the packets
eventually reach their destination or die down. Although paths are not being created
or maintained, this approach ensures that the packets end up travelling along multiple
paths towards the destination.
Multipath routing offers the following advantages:
• High availability - Even during conditions of high transience, one or more of
the multiple available paths lead the packets to their destination.
• Fault-tolerance - Due to multipath routing, failure of a few nodes does not
degrade the performance of an active flow.
5.2.4 Tradeoff: Reliability versus Throughput
‘Reliability versus throughput’ is a critical tradeoff in the design of the routing pro-
tocol. As argued in earlier chapters, reliability is more important than throughput
in the context of handling transience. We achieve highly reliable communication by
utilizing highly available routing techniques like multipath routing. This of course
comes at a cost of reduction in throughput. But we argue that the cost of reduced
throughput gets amortized by fact that increased reachability helps satisfy critical
needs in scenarios such as communication in disaster relief, communication in re-
mote rural areas, remote sensor networks, etc. For these scenarios, easy and rapid
establishment of baseline connectivity in highly transient environments is priority as
against high throughput.
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(a) Flexible routing architecture (b) Layer 2.5 implementation
Figure 6: Flexible Routing Architecture
5.3 Architecture
We implemented the flexible routing protocol by extending and re-engineering the
mobile ad hoc networking framework called MyMANET, proposed by Ashwin and
Santosh [34]. Figure 6(a) shows the architecture. It is evident from the architecture
that some components of the routing protocol reside in the kernel, while some at the
user level. Figure 7 shows the high level functional block diagram. The entire routing
functionality can be broadly divided into two components:
1. Effective distance maintenance (EDM)
2. Routing
Effective distance maintenance (EDM) functionality ensures that the Effective
distance table (EDT) is regularly updated. EDT is a table of pairwise reachabilities
maintained at every individual node. It is implemented in the user space. Routing
functionality, which resides inside the kernel, uses data from EDT to make routing
decisions. The relation between EDM and routing could be thought of as a producer
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Figure 7: Functional block diagram of the routing protocol
consumer relation where EDM produces data and routing consumes it. Packets on
the network carry an additional header (shown in figure 8). The routing kernel
module intercepts packets between the network and the MAC layer to carry out
header insertions, modifications or deletions and is hence referred to as a layer 2.5
implementation.
Figure 8: Flexible routing header
Figure 9 shows the data structures used in routing. Data structures related to
effective distance maintenance are present in user space whereas data structures di-
rectly referenced by routing are implemented in the kernel space. Effective distance
maintenance functionality proactively keeps the EDT updated using the heartbeating
mechanism. Since this mechanism is a control overhead and is not performance crit-
ical, it can be implemented in the user space. Hence the transmission and reception
statistics are implemented in the user space. On the other hand, EDT and the times-
tamp table are frequently referenced by the layer 2.5 kernel module. Since the kernel
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Figure 9: Data structures used
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module is a performance critical software component, EDT and the timestamp table
are implemented in kernel space for eliminating the context switching overheads.
5.4 Effective distance maintenance
EDT stores the effective distances of all nodes. To calculate and update effective
distances, it is necessary to first calculate the reachability values. Transmission and
reception statistics (see figure 9) are used to calculate reachabilities and update the
EDT. Transmission statistics contains the count of per session transmitted heartbeats.
Reception statistics contain the counts of heartbeats received from other nodes per
their respective sessions. Transmitted heartbeats are piggybacked with reception
statistics information in order to help other nodes in their respective reachability
calculations. A node calculates the reachabilities of other nodes and updates the EDT
by using information from its transmission statistics and information gleaned from
received heartbeats. The method for calculating reachability and effective distances
is exemplified in Chapter 4.
5.5 Routing
The routing component is implemented at layer 2.5 as a kernel module. As shown in




The source node transmits the data packet on the network. Nodes that receive that
packet make a forwarding decision of ‘Whether or not to forward?’. Based on the
forwarding decision algorithm, a subset of nodes forward the packet further. The
forwarding decision ensures that the packet is forwarded by only those nodes that are
likely to increase the chances of the packet reaching its destination.
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5.5.1 Packet transmission
1. At the source of the transmission, all out-going packets are trapped by the
kernel module into the kernel just before they are delivered to the MAC for
transmission.
2. The kernel module of the source then cooks a new header as shown in figure 8.
It fills the header fields as shown below:
• SESSION (write-once) - the current session number from the transmis-
sion statistics (see figure 9).
• TTL (updated by forwarding nodes) - the time-to-live field. Usually it is
set to a fixed value. We use 4 as the TTL value during our experiments.
• EDCURR (updated by forwarding nodes) - the effective distance of the
destination node from the current node (the source node in this case).
• EDORIG (write-once) - the effective distance of the destination node from
the source node (the source node in this case).
• TIMESRC (write-once) - timestamp at the source node, useful for sequenc-
ing and identifying duplicate packets at intermediate nodes.
• MACDST (write-once) - MAC address of the source node. It copies this
field from the destination of the MAC address.
• MACSRC (write-once) - MAC address of the source node.
3. The kernel module of the source then inserts the newly cooked header into the
packet between the network and the MAC headers.
4. Finally it modifies the destination node of the MAC address, and sets it to the




All nodes that are in direct range of the source are able to receive the packet. Each of
these nodes first checks if it is the final destination of the packet. A node can perform
this check by comparing its MAC address with the MACDST field in the packet. If a
node is the final destination it consumes the packet as follows:
1. The received packet is trapped by the kernel module of the receiver node before
it is handed over to the network layer for further transmission.
2. It then compares its MAC address with the MACDST field in the flexible routing
header. If equal, then the receiver node is the final destination of the packet.
Else it is not.
3. If the receiver node is the final destination, it strips the flexible routing header
and hands the packer over to the network layer for further processing.
4. Else, it takes the forwarding decision of ‘Whether or not to forward?’.
5.5.3 Packet forwarding
As mentioned in the above section, a receiver node becomes a prospective intermediate
forwarding node if it is not the final destination of the packet.
1. The received packet is trapped by the kernel module of the receiver node before
it is handed over to the network layer for further transmission.
2. It then compares its MAC address with the MACDST field in the flexible routing
header. If equal, then the receiver node is the final destination of the packet.
Else it is not.
3. If the receiver node is the final destination, it strips the flexible routing header
and hands the packer over to the network layer for further processing.
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4. If the receiver node is not the final destination, it has to take the forwarding
decision of ‘Whether or not to forward?’.
5. The kernel module decides to forward the packet only if the effective distance of
the final destination in its EDT is within a threshold α of the EDCURR in the
packet. This check ensures that the receiver node indeed increases the chances
of the packet reaching its destination. This check is called the reachability
improvement check and α serves as its tolerance parameter.
6. Timestamp table (see figure 9) stores the timestamp of the most recent packet
received from every node and is used to identify duplicates is used to identify
are forwarded only if EDSRC is greater than the effective distance of of the
destination node in the receiver’s EDT by β at least.
7. Once the kernel module of a receiver node decides to forward the packet, it
updates the EDCURR field in the packet header with the effective distance from
its EDT, decrements the TTL field in the packet header and hands it over to
the MAC for retransmission.
5.6 Illustration
This section highlights the key aspects of the routing algorithm through an example.
Consider a random node placement shown in 10(a). Assume Node 1 to be the source
node and Node 5 to be the destination node. Node 1 wishes to transmit a packet
P to Node 5. We shall now see how it is routed. 10(b) shows the key forwarding
decisions. Assume α = 30 and β = 20.
• Node 1 transmits the packet P on the network. Destination MAC address of
P is set as FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF. Note that P has the Flexible Routing header
between MAC and Network Layer headers. The header fields have values as -
[EDSRC = 80, EDCURR = 80, TTL = 4, MACSRC = MAC of node 1, MACDST
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(a) Topology (b) Illustration stages
Figure 10: Flexible Routing Illustration
= MAC of node 5, TIMESRC = Current time at Node 1, Session = Session
number of node 1 ].
• Since nodes 2, 3 and 4 are in direct range of node 1, they receive P . P is a new
packet, thus all of them update their Timestamp Tables with the TIMESRC
value in the packet header. Reachability improvement check is satised at nodes
3 and 4. Hence a packet copy of P is further forwarded by nodes 3 and 4 each.
Node 2 drops P due to the failure of reachability improvement check.
• Flexible Routing header in the packet forwarded by node 3 (say P3) - (EDSRC
= 80, EDCURR = 35, TTL = 3, MACSRC = MAC of node 1, MACDST = MAC
of node 5, TIMESRC = Current time at Node 1, Session = Session ID of node
1 ).
• Flexible Routing header in the packet forwarded by node 4 (say P4 ) - (EDSRC
= 80, EDCURR = 45, TTL = 3, MACSRC = MAC of node 1, MACDST = MAC
of node 5, TIMESRC = Current time at Node 1, Session = Session ID of node
1 ).
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• Packet P3 , which is forwarded by node 3, reaches node 1, node 4 and node
5. Node 1 drops P3 as it is the source. Node 5 consumes P3 , as it is the
destination node. P3 is a duplicate packet for Node 4 as it has already seen
P before. Since EDDST is not greater than EDSRC field in the packet by β or




This chapter presents a detailed evaluation of the effective distance metric and the
flexible fouting protocol. Section 6.3 evaluates the network behaviour as it scales.
Section 6.3 evaluates the performance of the network under node failures. In Sec-
tion 6.5, we evaluate the network under mobility. Section 6.4 presents throughput
measurements. Lastly in Section 6.7, we describe some mechanisms for controlling ex-
cessive redundancy. Each section presents some hypotheses and supports them with
the requisite experimental evidence. With strong support from each of these hypothe-
ses we then claim that dffective distance metric successfully handles transience and
flexible routing uses effective distance to reliably route packets in transient networks.
6.1 Evaluation metrics
We first define two new metrics which were used for evaluation - Connectivity and
Flow capacity. Connectivity relates to the network as a whole and captures how
strongly are nodes connected to each other. Flow capacity relates to a traffic flow.
For any pair of communicating nodes, flow capacity aims to capture the end-to-end
capacity of the flow. We also used reliability, which was proposed by Karger et. al in
[28].
6.1.1 Connectivity
Connectivity intends to measure how strongly are the nodes in a network connected to
each other. Node A can be considered strongly connected to Node B, if the reachability
of Node A is high from Node B. In other words, Node A is strongly connected to Node
B, if the effective distance of Node A from Node B is less than some empirically
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Table 1: Section-wise Hypothesis
Section Hypotheses
Scalability (1)Reachability captures the phenomenon
that connectivity of the network increases as
the network scales
(2)Reachability captures the effect of physi-
cal obstructions
(3)Flexible Routing improves end-to-end
flow capacity and packet loss as the network
scales
Node-Failures (4)Reachability captures the effect of node
failures
(5)Flexible Routing successfully handles
node failures
(6)Flexible Routing ensures that a flow re-
mains unaffected by removal of nodes that
are not a part of it
Mobility (7)Reachability captures the effect of mobil-
ity
(8)Flexible Routing successfully handles mo-
bility
Redundancy-Control (9)Excessive Redundancy can be controlled
in Flexible Routing
defined value that represents the threshold effective distance for strong connectivity.
We can extend this idea and say that the entire network is strongly connected if all
node pairs are strongly connected to each other. Connectivity essentially measures
how far is a network from being strongly connected.
Definition (Connectivity) For a given network, let M denote the number of node
pairs that are strongly connected and N denote the total number of node pairs. Con-
nectivity (C) is then represented as C = M/N . Node B is said to be strongly connected
to node A if effective distance of B from A is less than a threshold effective distance
EDTH , which is empirically determined
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6.1.2 Flow capacity
Flexible routing is a multipath routing protocol, which allows packets to travel on
diverse paths before they reach the destination. Since reachability is the only metric
used by flexible routing, capacity of the diversified traffic flow is governed by the
reachabilies of the nodes in the network. By being more specific we can say that the
theoretical end-to-end capacity of any flow is decided by the reachabilities of all node
pairs that constitute the edges of that flow. We define flow capacity as follows:
Definition (Flow Capacity) For a given network with a traffic flow F , let S denote
the source node and T denote the destination node of the traffic flow F . Construct
a weighted graph G(V,E), such that the set of vertices V is the same as that of the
network and E contains all the edges of the network that are a part of the traffic flow
F . Each edge Eij will have capacity Cij, which is the reachability of node i from
node j. Flow capacity is then represented by the minimum S − T cut of G.
6.1.3 Reliability
Reliability was defined as the fraction of node pairs that remain connected when each
node fails independently with some probability. We have used this metric in the
Section 6.5.
6.2 Test Environment
All experiments were conducted in a university building. For minimizing external
interference, they were conducted at night. Laptops and 802.11g WiFi routers (adhoc
mode) with a 3dBi external antenna were used as test equipments. They were loaded
with flexible routing software. Laptops had Ubuntu 10.04 as their operating system,
whereas the WiFi routers were based on OpenWrt. Flexible Routing software was
designed as a self-configuring system. To create or join a mobile ad hoc network,
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Figure 11: Scalability experiment setup
laptops just needed to execute the run script that loaded the software and auto-
configured their IPv4 addresses. Routers were designed to create/join the network
automatically after post-boot self configuration (i.e. after they were switched ON).
The setup time was less than 10 minutes for each experiment described in this Section.
Extensive data logging and traffic tracing mechanisms were built into the design of
the system (with a run-time flag for enabling or disabling them). WiFi routers did
not log any data because of their stringent memory requirements (8MB flash and 32
MB RAM).
6.3 Scaling the network with reachability and flexible rout-
ing
We conducted two experiments to see how the network scales. Both the experiments
followed the experimental setup shown in Figure 11. The experiments were conducted
in stages. The first stage consisted of two nodes that were kept far apart with several
physical obstacles between them. Between the two first-stage nodes, new nodes were
added in subsequent stages at randomly selected positions. Seventh stage was the



































Figure 12: Scalability experiment 1
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6.3.1 Experiment 1
The first experiment consisted of measuring effective distances of all node pairs in
each stage. In the first stage that had just two nodes, the effect of physical obstruc-
tions and the geodesic separation between the two nodes was the most pronounced.
This was reflected in very high effective distances between nodes 1 and 2 (see Figure
12(a)). As new nodes came in, the effect of physical obstructions started diminish-
ing. This is because addition of new nodes resulted into new alternate paths that
improved the connectivity of nodes 1 and 2. This diminishing effect is evident by the
decreasing trend of effective distances between nodes 1 and 2 in Figure (see Figure
12(a)). Finally in the last stage the effect of physical obstructions was left to its
minimum and correspondingly the effective distance values in Figure 9(a) were also
at the minimum. Thus Hypothesis 2 is qualitatively supported by this experiment.
Quantitative evidence for Hypothesis 1 can be seen in Figure 12(b), which shows
that connectivity of the network increased as new nodes got added to the network.
Figure 12(c) shows that average effective distance per node pair decreased which in
turn caused the connectivity to increase. Figure 12(b) can be viewed as a fine-grained
perspective on increasing connectivity.
6.3.2 Experiment 2
In the second experiment, a traffic flow was maintained in each stage between node
2 (source) and node 1 (destination). Traffic consisted of ping packets with interval
set to 1 second. Figure 13 shows the results. Figure 13(c) shows that the percentage
end-to-end packet loss between node 1 and node 2 reduced as the network increased
in size. Figure 13(c) shows the increasing trend of connectivity. The increasing con-
nectivity basically increased the flow capacity as seen in Figure 13(d). Increased flow
capacity resulted into reduced losses. With support from Hypothesis 1 and evidence













































Figure 13: Scalability experiment 2
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Hypothesis 2, connectivity increased as the network grew. This meant that all nodes
came close to each other in terms of end-to-end reachability (i.e. average effective
distance per node pair decreased).
6.4 Failures
We conducted two experiments to see how the network performed under node fail-
ures. Both experiments followed the experimental setup shown in Figure 14. The
experiments were conducted in stages. The first stage consisted of eight nodes as
shown in the figure 14. In every subsequent stage, one randomly selected node was
removed from the network (other than nodes 1 and 2). Seventh stage was the last
stage and consisted of only two nodes (node 1 and node 2).
Figure 14: Node failures experiment setup
6.4.1 Experiment 3
This experiment consisted of measuring effective distances of all node pairs in each
stage. As seen from figures 15(a) and 15(b), effective distances between node 1
and node 2 were lowest in the first stage. As the nodes started failing one per stage,
effective distances began increasing due to the reduction in connectivity. Connectivity
was reduced because removal of nodes from the network meant the removal of paths
that connected nodes 1 and 2. In the last stage, there were no intermediate nodes left.
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Nodes 1 and 2 were completely out of each others range and had maximum effective
distance (255).
Thus the effect of node failures got accurately reflected in the values of effective
distances i.e. in reachabilities (Hypothesis 4). Figures 15(d) and 15(c) show that
connectivity of the network decreased and average effective distance per node pair
increased as a result of node failures. Figures 15(d) also shows the reliability curve.
6.4.2 Experiment 4
In this experiment, a traffic flow was maintained in each stage between node 2 (source)
and node 1 (destination). Traffic consisted of ping packets with interval set to 1
second. Figure 15(e) shows the results. Figure 15(e) shows that the end-to-end packet
loss of the flow increased as nodes failed. This is because of the reduced connectivity
as a result of node failures. The reduction in connectivity caused the reduction in flow
capacity (not shown here due to space constraints) and ultimately led to the increase
in packet losses. However, inspite of the failing nodes the flow was maintained until
the last stage for very low values of connectivity. The flow was broken only in the last
stage because the communicating nodes went out of each other’s range as there was
no intermediate node left. Hence we conclude that flexible routing is able to maintain
traffic flow in presence of failing nodes (Hypothesis 5).
Evidence for Hypothesis 6 can be found by observing the stages 4 and 5 of figure
15(e). Nodes 5 and 6 were removed in stages 4 and 5 respectively. Inspite of their
removal the packet loss stayed approximately the same in these stages and did not
increase. This is because both nodes 5 and 6 were not participating in the flow in the
stage prior to the one in which they were removed. Since they were not a part of the
flow, removing them did not change the flow capacity significantly to incur increase
in the packet loss. This effect is more pronouned in stage 5 where the packet loss
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Figure 15: Node failure results
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6.5 Mobility
Figure 16: Mobility experiment setup
The experiment that was conducted to see how mobility is handled, followed the
experimental setup shown in Figure 16. The experimental setup consisted of eight
nodes, seven of them were stationary (nodes 1,3,4,5,6,7,8 ) and one node was mobile
(node 2 ). The mobile node (i.e. node 2 ) started from position [1] and traversed along
the path outlined by the arrows. Readings were noted at the positions indicated in
Figure 16. The experiment ended when node 2 reached position [10].
6.5.1 Experiment 5
Traffic was maintained between node 1 (destination) and 2 (source) throughout the
experiment duration. Traffic consisted of ping packets with interval set to 1 sec-
ond. Effective distances, end-to-end ping packet loss, flow capacity and the weighted
average number of hops (by packets) were measured at each position. Figure 17
summarizes the experimental results. Results in figure 17 are sorted according to
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decreasing packet loss values. It can be seen from figures 16 and 17 that effective
distances were highest when the mobile node 2 was farthest from node 1 at positions
[9], [8], [10]. Effective distances were lowest when node 2 was closest to node 1 (po-
sitions [3], [4]) and moderate at the remaining positions[1], [2], [5], [6] and [7]. The
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Figure 17: Mobility results
Figure 17(d) shows that the packet loss values exactly followed the effective dis-
tance (figures 17(a), 17(b))) trends. Positions farthest from node 1 ([9], [8]) were
marked by highest effective distance (lowest reachability), packet loss, number of
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hops and lowest flow capacity. Whereas, when node 2 was closest to node 1 ([3], [4])
Effective distances, packet loss and number of hops were lowest (highest reachability)
and the flow capacity was highest. At remaining positions, packet loss, flow capacity
and number of hops were also found to be consistent with the effective distances.
Throughout the traversal of the mobile node, the traffic flow remained smooth except
at position [9], where the mobile node went out of the range of the remaining net-
work. But the flow resumed when it backtracked to position 10 and came back into
the range of the network again. Effective distance values correctly captured mobility
effects and flexible routing used them to appropriately route packets. Since packet
loss, flow capacity and the average number of hops were fairly distributed according
to the positions of the mobile node, we claim that mobility was appropriately handled
by flexible routing (Hypothesis 8).
6.6 Throughput
Figure 18: Throughput experiment setup
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Although improving throughput was not the goal of our work, we present through-
put measurements to give a holistic picture of the system. Figure 18 shows the ex-
perimental setup. It consisted of eight nodes, seven of them were stationary (nodes
1,3,4,5,6,7,8) and one node was mobile (node 2). The mobile node (i.e. node 2) began
from position [1] and traversed along the path outlined by the arrows. Once it began
to move from position [1], it was continuously in motion until position [8], where the
experiment ended. Thoughput (TCP) measurements were noted every 10 seconds
using the tool Iperf (cite iperf). Figure 19 shows the results.
6.7 Controlling redundancy
Redundancy is necessary for sparse networks. However, it can be an overhead in
dense networks or networks containing dense clusters of nodes. Theoretically, the rise
in packets would be bounded by O(nTTL) as the network scales. But the observed rise
in packets would be close to the upper bound only in cases of dense network zones.
Dense network zones would be marked by very high connectivity values. Thus, in
dense zones redundancy should be controlled for both EDM and data packets.
Unnecessary redundancy in a network can be controlled if unnecessary packet
forwarding is restricted in dense zones. When a node in any dense cluster receives
packet, chances are high that all other nodes in the cluster have received the packet
as well. Hence, it would suffice if only a subset of nodes in the dense zone forward the
packet. This is achieved by implementing a simple probabilistic rule for forwarding
packets. Every node forwards packets with a probability, which is kept high in sparse
networks and low in dense networks. The formula:
Pfwd =
 1 if K <= 33
K
otherwise
where K represents the number of nodes, whose effective distances are less than
EDTH from the node making the forwarding decision. EDTH represents the threshold
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effective distance; nodes within which are considered close to the node making the
forwarding decision. For maintaining consistency, this threshold effective distance
was kept similar to the threshol defined for connectivity.
We did not design experiments specifically to evaluated this feature. However,
this feature was enabled throughout the duration of the evaluation process. A marked
improvement of performance was observed after implementing this feature (approx-
imately 30 percent improvement in packet loss in dense network setups of upto 8
nodes).
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Figure 19: Throughput Results
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CHAPTER VII
FIELD TESTS AND DEPLOYMENT PLANS
The design of LifeNet has been an interative process. Our focus has always been
on building a system that satisfies critical needs as against trying to fit an already
existing solution into some existing problem. Users were hence involved from the
early stages of system design.
7.1 First field test with FAA
After the first fully functional proof of concept implementation of LifeNet was com-
plete in Dec 2009, we began contacting organizations and agencies that might have
any interest in using LifeNet. The Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) expressed in-
terest in evaluating LifeNet and providing inputs to its further development. FAA
engages itself heavily in disaster relief activities and hence agreed to participate in
the evaluation of LifeNet. The outdoor field test that was conducted at a third party
location primarily aimed at demonstrating the key features of LifeNet to FAA repre-
sentatives. Mr. Alan Stensland represented FAA during the field test. The test was
conducted using 5 nodes, one of which was Mr. Stensland’s laptop. Mr. Stensland
used standard disaster relief MIS softwares on a LifeNet network to try out several use
cases such as creating incident report, logging on to FAA servers using the LifeNet
gateway, submitting damage assessment reports, checking email, etc. Overall, he
could carry out all the use-cases to his satisfaction. Moreover, he supported our ar-
gument of using ad hoc wireless connectivity for operations such as disaster relief and
encouraged us to develop and refine the LifeNet prototype further.
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7.2 Porting LifeNet on OpenWRT and Android
The first fully functional prototype of LifeNet was implemented using Linux. Natu-
rally, it could be installed and run on most Linux based laptops. Thorough evaluation
was done specifically for the Ubuntu distribution. After our first drill with FAA, it
was clear to us that to us that the laptops as such had limited communication range
and WiFi routers, if used could boost the range significantly. Fortunately, OpenWRT
came to our rescue. OpenWRT is a highly extensible GNU/Linux distribution for em-
bedded devices. Since LifeNet code was written for Linux, porting it onto OpenWRT
was pretty straight forward. It was an important breakthrough because it reinforced
our argument of interoperable design and brought in more flexiblity into the system.
Immediately after our first few field visits (see following sections), we realized that
it would be very difficult for all users to carry laptops once they are on field. We
needed LifeNet to work on end user devices that are more compact and portable than
laptops. Smartphones seemed a promising alternative. Since LifeNet software had
both user-level and kernel level modules, we needed a smartphone that allowed us
superuser privileges and the ability to load kernel modules. The Android platform
was the only smartphone platform, which offered us this flexibility. In comparison
with OpenWRT, porting of LifeNet on Android was a considerably complicated effort.
This is because, the procedure of porting any Linux-based software that involves a
lot of native code (both user and kernel level) is not clearly documented anywhere.
The porting effort could be divided in 4 phases as follows:
1. Preparation phase, which involved downloading and installing the software that
was necessary for the port. It also consisted of reading hundreds of web-pages,
gleaning useful information from them and obtaining a clear understanding of
every step involved.
2. Cross-compilation of the user-level native code.
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3. Cross-compilation of the kernel-level native code.
4. Packaging as an Android app
For a detailed account on how LifeNet was ported on Android, please read [31].
7.3 Collaboration with Tata Institute of Social Sciences,
India
Using inputs from our first outdoor drill with FAA, we refined LifeNet further, ported
it onto OpenWRT and Android, built messaging and network visualization applica-
tions that would be useful during disaster relief operations. Subsequently we presented
a poster in the International Humanitarian Logistics Conference in March 09. It was
during the conference that we met Dr. Janki Andharia, the Director of Jamshetji
Tata Centre for Disaster Management (JTCDM), Tata Institute of Social Sciences
(TISS), Mumbai, India. She expressed interest in a collaboration between Georgia
Tech and TISS for the possibility of deploying LifeNet on field. JTCDM is a part of
TISS, India, which offers graduate courses in disaster management. In Summer 10,
I gave a talk at TISS in which, I presented and demonstrated the key ideas behind
LifeNet. A formal collaboration was then formed between Georgia Tech and TISS in
Fall 10, with the intent of getting LifeNet deployed on field. It was agreed upon that
Georgia Tech would handle the technology aspects whereas TISS would play a key
role in on-field deployment operations.
7.4 Field Visits
7.4.1 Kick-off meeting with Maharashtra State Relief and Rehabilitation
Cell officials
As a first step of the deployment of LifeNet, a meeting was held with the Secretary
of Relief and Rehabilitation Cell of the State of Maharashtra, where LifeNet was pre-
sented. The government officials present at the meeting liked the technology behind
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LifeNet however they suggested us to first prove the on-field utility of LifeNet by con-
ducting a pilot successfully before involving the government. With help from TISS,
we began shortlisting prospective areas in India for conducting a pilot deployment.
We began hunting for locations near Mumbai first for logistical flexibility.
7.4.2 Selection of Guhagar and initial findings
After some field visits, we finalized a cyclone prone location called Guhagar, not
far from Mumbai and suitable for deploying LifeNet. Amit and Soma from TISS
conducted the first detailed feasibility survey in Guhagar. Guhagar is situated on the
western coast of India between the Sahyadri mountain range and the Arabian Sea. It
is surrounded by Konkan, a narrow 720 Km strip running parallel to the coastline.
The beach is locked with two hilly regions of height approximately 400 feet. The
town of Guhagar and the village Asgoli is situated at an approximate sea level of 40
feet. A cyclonic storm called ‘Phyan’ crossed the coast of Guhagar on 11 November
2009. Around 44 fishermen went missing during the storm. Along with loss of lives,
the cyclone brought about considerable damage to infrastructure. Electricity posts
were uprooted, landlines and mobile connectivity was hampered due to loss of power
and several roads were damanged hindering the disaster relief activities. After doing
the survey we found out that the reasons why Guhagar was badly affected by Phyan
were:
1. The villagers were not prepared to handle a cyclone of such a scale.
2. There was a huge communication gap between the Indian Meteorological De-
partment and local government authorities due to which, the warnings about
the approaching cyclone and their seriousness were not properly conveyed to
the villagers and in particular, fishermen, who suffered the most.
3. There existed and still exists an acute shortage of skilled human resources.
There is only one engineer in the local technical staff cadre.
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4. There was and still exists heavy reliance on locals for damage assessment. The
administration does not have adequate machinery and other equipment needed
for search and rescue work.
5. The government mainly relies on mobile communication and landline telephones.
Given a condition such as a cyclone, these communication media are often ren-
derred useless. There does not exist any shortage of alternate communication
equipment such as VSAT and wireless sets due to very high equipment costs.
7.4.3 Initial lessons learnt
Subsequent field visits to Guhagar were mainly aimed at establishing contacts on the
field and establishing relationships. After interacting with local government officials,
personnel from local NGOs and disaster-affected victims like fishermen we understood
critical points that are necessary to build a sustainable solution.
• Minimum use of infrastructure - During Phyan mobile communication was
hampered due to failure of existing telecommunication infrastructure. More-
over, repair activities were delayed by weeks due to destruction of roads. This
remains the case for all other medium and large scale disasters. Hence, in or-
der to be feasible and sustainable the solution should be capable of efficient
operation using of minimum infrastructure.
• Providing responsibility to local residents - In developing countries, the
government lacks sufficient workforce in disaster situations due to insufficient
resources, particularly in remote rural areas. Hence, there exists a greater
reliance on local village residents for damage assessment information, incident
reporting and actual rescue activities. We learnt that the proposed solution
should give due consideration to this fact in order to be sustailable.
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• Minimal power consumption - All medium and large scale disasters result
in loss of power. The cyclone Phyan was no exception. Secondly, restoration
of power may take long (few weeks) depending on the exact situation. In the
case of Phyan, most of the electricity poles were uprooted and even partial
restoration of power took 2 weeks. Hence, consuming minimal power is a critical
and indispensible requirement. The communication equipment should operate
on batteries and should last sufficiently long to have any impact.
• Locally maintainable communication equipment - This lesson is often
ignored by people who deploy communication equipment for disaster commu-
nication. Guhagar is an apt example. The government of Maharashtra state
had distributed 22 Motorola wireless sets to selected fishermen from Guhagar
to help them communicate inside the sea when they go fishing. There were two
major problems with these sets:
1. Their cost was very high.
2. They were not locally maintainable. We found that many wireless sets
were rendered unusable due to practical difficulties faced by their owners
in sending them to Motorola and getting them repaired.
Hence we argue that the equipment used should be readily available in local
markets and readily maintainable as well.
• Making the solution a part of users’ daily life - Since it is important to
involve local residents in disaster relief activities, convincing them to learn the
solution is also extremely important. This is only possible if they have enough
motivation to learn the solution. This motivation can only arise if the solution
adds a value to their daily life, in the form of some service, which they would




The work that began around 3 years ago took concrete shape in August 09 when
Ashwin and Santosh came up with the first prototype called MyMANET and subse-
quently presented its early evaluation in [34]. Immediately after the first prototype
had all the minimal required functionalities, we started building relationships with
field partners since feedback from real users directed our design in the needed direc-
tion. We wanted to be sure that we were solving the right problems.
On the technical side, we focused on understanding the behaviour of the LifeNet
design by conducting continuous detailed measurements. In that process, we identified
and overcame some major design flaws. For example, MyMANET was based on end-
to-end packet loss as a routing metric. During some of our experiments we observed
that the routing metric based on packet loss did not capture availability on less utilized
paths very well and hence was an inaccurate representation of the network state. This
finding then led to the conception of the reachability metric for LifeNet, which was
observed to be much more accurate. As shown in Chapter 6, reachability accurately
captures all aspects of transience. Consider another example. Results of one of these
measurements showed that redundancy can be very high in dense networks or dense
network zones. We then implemented probabilistic forwarding rules in the flexible
routing algorithm that drastically improved the network performance. Chapter 6 also
shows that the flexible routing protocol is capable of reliable packet delivery under
varying degrees of transience. In other words, the design of the system has always
been driven by the results of these continuous measurements. We have also focused on
making LifeNet interoperable with various software and hardware platforms. LifeNet,
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which was initially designed as a Linux kernel module, is now implemented for the
Android and OpenWRT [39] operating systems. This means that along with laptops,
LifeNet can also run on any off-the-shelf Wifi router and Android phone. We also have
a proof-of-concept implementation of LifeNet over the Microsoft Windows operating
system, which would soon be extended with addition of all functionalities.
One of our key realizations is the fact that it is very difficult to achieve even a
practical tradeoff between the mutually conflicting goals of high throughput and high
reliability under transience (fault-tolerance). Both goals cannot be satisfied at the
same time in multihop ad hoc wireless networks. As per our evaluation results, the
only promising way to handle transience is to achieve high fault-tolerance by employ-
ing a completely distributed multipath routing approach. However, it is not possible
to achieve high throughput if multipath routing is used. One of the important reasons
for this is the fact that most commonly used wireless MACs are optimized for unicast
traffic only. Just to put this argument into perspective, our results show that for a
single wireless link between two nodes, throughput degrades ten times when broadcast
is used instead of unicast. This is because, broadcasting lacks sufficient help from the
MAC layer in the form of MAC level acknowledgements and other optimizations. On
the other hand, our results also indicate that for multipath routing, using multiple
unicasts instead of broadcasts is also extremely inefficient due to problems such as
MAC level buffer overflows. Hence the flexible routing algorithm has to exploit the
multi-access nature of the wireless channel by using broadcasts to efficiently routes
packets on multiple paths. The price for this approach is then the throughput.
One of the most important challenges that we are yet to fully overcome, is address-
ing the the power issue as the network scales. We are currently focusing on making
the flexible routing protocol more power-aware. But as far as WiFi is concerned,
the problem lies more in the MAC layer itself. However, we are optimistic because
more and more vendors are now coming out with low power WiFi radios. Moreover, if
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need be we would also consider implementing LifeNet over alternative communication
protocols like ZigBee [14] for low power needs.
Building field relationships has always been one of our important goals. In that
effort, we formed a collaboration with the Jamshetji Tata Centre for Disaster Man-
agement at Tata Institute of Social Sciences India, which proved very valuable (Fall
2010). Simultaneously as we addressed technical challenges of LifeNet in our research
lab, we kept on receiving valuable feedback from the TISS team. With this feed-
back cycle, we are now confident about LifeNet’s design and that it satisfies critical
communication needs in disaster situations.
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